Can the inferior alveolar nerve be used as a marker in frozen section for free margin control after segmental mandibulectomy in tumour ablation?
This study critically assessed the possibility of tumour spread along the inferior alveolar nerve (IAN) and its sensitivity as an intraoperative marker for clear bony margin control in frozen section during segmental mandibulectomy. Fifteen patients with oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) involving the mandible and requiring a segmental mandibulectomy were included in this prospective trial. The ends of the IAN were analyzed using quick section analysis and the results compared with those of the definite pathological report. Nerve tissue could be identified in 25 of the 27 specimens collected. No specimen revealed tumour invasion. All histological diagnoses were finally confirmed. Three positive bony margins with microscopic carcinoma infiltrates were found, whereas corresponding nerve tissue did not confirm tumour invasion. This study supports the assumption that the pattern of tumour invasion is rarely primarily along the IAN in OSCC involving the mandible. Quick section analysis of the nerve tissue alone is therefore not a valid marker for intraoperative bony margin control. However, it can be used as an additional intraoperative diagnostic tool combined with other methods in rare cases of primary tumour spread along the IAN. A review of current knowledge regarding bony margin control published in the literature is provided.